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lliTROBUOflOH 

fhe counselor constantly seeks info*»ation which will 

enable him to prediet achievement in tenus of measured capac-

ities. Students differ from each other with respect to the 

possession of specific capacities and aptitudes as well as 

with respect to the strength of weateess of any one single 

trait. Hence, it ii necessary t® uteasur® and evaluate the 

specific capacities of individuals before effective guidance 

is possible. 

Several investigators have attempted to determine how 

aptitude or ability factors parallel the achievement ratings 

obtained by pupils in the elementary grades. Using the stand-

ardized Pintner General Ability "Beat (Verbal Series) and the 

Stanford Achievement feet (Pom E), McPherson,^ 1948, set 

forth to detexsine how the achievement teat results and 

teacher ratings of boys compared with those of girls. One 

hundred and eight pupils of the fourth, fifth, and sixth 

grades of the Stonewall Jaclcson School, Denton, Texas, were 

compared. She study revealed that the boys were not miti-

gated against, nor the girls favored enough by the teachers 

Glaxfe McPherson, WA Comparative Study between the 
Achievement Test Re suite and feacher Ratings Assigned Boys 
and Those Received by Girls ©f the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth 
Grades of the Stonewall Jackson School, Denton, Texas,'1 un-
published master*s thesis, School of Education, Berth Texas 
State College, Benton, Texas, 1948, 
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to be significant. In another study mad® on the elementary 

school level, Oottrell,2 1941, using two hundred and ninety-

five pupils from grades four through itwn in the Albany 

Elementary School, discovered that there was a high rela-

tionship between the teacher*® rating of elementary pupils* 

achievement and their 0raT-?otaw Achievement feat scores# 

So studies have been made of the achievement test rat-

ings of high school students. Comparisons of aptitude test 

scores and achievements In college studies are also scarce. 

However, in comparing the- achievement of high school and 

college students, Jordan,3 1939, determined that college stu-

dents who had had homemaklng courses in high school earned 

higher grade point averages in college- Home Economies than 

did students who had not had such courses • ®h® data for this 

study were secured from the permanent high school records of 

one hundred and one girls who entered North Texas State Col-

lege in June and September, 1938. 

Xo school—elementary, secondary, or college—can admin-

ister an effective instructional program without providing 

%ucille Oottrell, ®fhe Accuracy of teacher Rating of 
Pupil Personality and Achievement As Compared with Stand-
ardised feat Scores,* unpublished master's thesis, School 
of Sducation, Worth Texas State College, Denton, Texas, 
1941. 

301adys CJreen Jordan, "The Influence of High-School 
Home Economics and Science Courses upon the Grades Earned 
by Home Economics Majors in College,® unpublished master's-
thesis, School of H@R© Economics, Horth Texas Stat© College, 
Benton, Texas, 1939. 



guidance whieh la based on the student's ability to succeed* 

It la the purpose of this study to contribute to the infor-

mation essential to sound guidance by deterolning whether the 

aptitude® of college -students In lorn© Economics, as measured 

by the Differential Aptitude Test, are refloated in the ac-

tual a®Metr«ffl®nt grades of these students. 



PHOCEPURE 

®a© Differential Aptitude feat scores for seventy Heme 

Economics Education majors whs had graduated sine© 1950 fro® 

th# Worth Texas Stat® College School of Home Economies were 

obtained from the student guidance center. these aptitude 

scores were correlated with th© achievement grades of these 

same students as found In their permanent records* 

In order to simplify the statistical procedure of de-

termining the correlation coefficients, th® achievement 

grades were converted to their corresponding grade points, 

fhes# grade points were then nsed as scores, in A+ was equiv-

alent to 12 grade pointsj A, 11 grade pointsj A-, 10 grade 

points| B+, 9 ©pad® pointsj B, 8 grade point aj B~» 1 grade 

pointss C+, 6 grade points j C, 5 grade points} 0-, 4 grade 

points j D+, 3 grade pointsj D, 2 grade points} and D-, 1 grade 

point. In order to get the grade point average for an indi-

vidual student, her total number of grade points was divided 

by the number of courses? for example, a total of 521 grade 

points divided by 42 courses gives 7.64, the average grade 

points per course. 

At th© beginning of the study the total Differential 

Aptitude Test scores for each of th® seventy students were 

correlated with the total Mom© Economics scores of these 
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students and then with the total scores of their other aea-

deaie eoiiPaes* It was soon apparent* however, that it was 

impossible to determine the meaning and Importance of these 

correlational the Differential Aptitude test Measures eight 

traits, each of which might he responsible for a correlation 

or for a lack of correlation. The sight traita are verbal, 

OTfeef, abstract, space, mechanical, clerical, spelling, and 

sentence aptitudes. Accordingly, correlation coefficients 

were determined for each of the eight traits, for the total 

college curriculum, and for the total Some So (monies courses. 

An attempt was also made to determine the nature of the 

relationship between the Home Economies courses and the vari-

ous aptitudes which make up the test, To this end the Home 

Economics courses were classified according to the eight 

aptitudes. After the content of each Home Economies course 

had been carefully examined, it was classified under the one 

or more aptitudes with which it had the most factors In com-

mon. Correlation coefficients were then determined for each 

of the ei$it groups of courses and its corresponding aptitude. 

Figure 1 shows the Home Economics curriculum subdivided 

into each of the eight aptitudes. According to the classifi-

cation shown in this chart, the number of courses classified 

under the different aptitudes ranges from four to eleven.. 

In four of the areas, namely, number, abstract, space, and 

clerical, not more than mix Home Seonamlea courses are fowtd. 
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Differential 
Aptitude 
feet Areas 

Home leoaaaloa SuMivlsi om Differential 
Aptitude 
feet Areas "flow## BeserIftloa of Course 

?©rb&l 128 

130 
255 
M i 
si© 
M l 
43? 
438 
419 

440 
450 

Basic Child Development and Family 
Relationships 

Social Fundamentals 
Meal Planning 
tammmtmMfm. Technique 
Food Preservation 
Consumer Problem# 
Methods of Teaching Horn© Economics 
Student Teaching In Heme Economics 
Seminar In Home Projects and the 
Community fr©gmm 

Mmm Management 
Advanced Child Development and Finally 
Relationships 

IUttl3©3f M S 
$61 
435 
4 40 

Elementary nutrition 
Consume? Problems 
Advanced Hutritio© 
Heme Management 

Abstr&et tS3 
552 
45? 
458 
439 

448 

Textiles 
Advanced Clothing 
Methods of Teaching Home Seonosiies 
Student Teaching in Home Seonomies 
Seminar in Wmm Projects and the 
Gosaffunlty Program 

Advanced Student Teaching in Home 
Economies 

Sentence 12ft 

ISO 
255 
345 
360 
mi 
43? 
433 
439 

440 
4§® 

Basle Child Development and Family 
Relationships 

Social Fundamentals 
Heal Planning 
Demonstration Technique 
Food Preservation 
Consumer Problems 
Methods of Teaching Home Economics 
Student Teaching in Home Economics 
Seminar In Seme Projects and the 
Community Program 

Home Management 
Advanced Child Development and Family 
Relationships 

Fig. l--Home Economics curriculum subdivided into dif-
ferent aptitude areas. 
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mssst 
Differential 
Aptitude 
feat Areas 

Eme lcenemies Subdivision® 

COUTSe 
Description of Course 

Space 157 

Mechanical 

Clerical 

Spelling 

®S7 

440 

140 
145 
§33 
237 

360 
43S 
440 
450 

345 
437 
438 
439 

448 

125 

130 
urn 
345 
360 
361 
437 
438 
439 

440 

Art In Clothing 
Textiles 
Horn® Improvement Workshop 
Advanced Clothing 
Hem® Management 

Elementary Clothing 
Home Nursing 
Elementary nutrition 
ttucfcll** 
Home Improvement Workshop 
Meal Flaming 
Household Equipment 
Food Preservation 
Advanced Hutritlon 
Home Management 
Advanced Child Development and Family 
Relationships 

Demonstration Technique 
Methods of Teaching Home Economics 
Student Teaching in Home Economics 
Seminar in Home Projects and the 
Cora® unity Program 

Advanced Student teaching in Home 
Seo&eoiaa 

Basic Child Development and Family 
Relationships 

Social Fundamentals 
Heal Planning 
Demonstration Technique 
Food Preservation 
Consumer Problems 
Methods ©f Teaching Home Keoncraies 
Student Teaching in Hone Economics 
Seminar in Heme Projects and the 
Community Program 

Home Management 
Advanced Child Development and Family 
Relationship* 

Fig. 2—Home Economics currieixlum subdivided into dif-
ferential aptitude areas*-Continua11on of Figure 1. 



whereas in th« other four areas—verbal, ®«ehanloal, spell-

ing, and sentence—eleven courses as»® fownd. 

In order to determine whether a corrslatlon coefficient 

wa® large ©»ou|ga to- b® significant, ?alais from Edwardsf 4 

table of ?alms of r at th© S |»f» e#at and 1 per cent levels 

of significance were used, 

4Allen L. Edwards, Statistical Analyst la {New York, 
1950}, p« 331. 



DISCUSSION OF BESULTS 

Result® of the statistical treatment of data are shown 

in two tables? fable I presents the means and standard devi-

ations ©f the Differential Aptitude feat, the total college 

ewnrl<reltM* the total Horn© Economies courses, and the Home 

Economics subdivisions. In the first coluian of falsi© I are 

tii« various areas which were selected for correlation. These 

Include the following! the Differential Ant it M e feat, refer-

ring t© the eight Differential Aptitude test Scoresj the 

total college currioulun, referring to a composite of both 

Soil Soonomios courses and all other academic college courses? 

the total Home leonomica courses, referring only to Heme 

Economics courses? and Home Economics subdivisions, referring 

t® the classification of the Bone Economics courses into the 

eight areas of the Differential Aptitude feet* as indicated 

in the procedure. The second and third columns contain the 

means for the Hone Economics students and for the Mff®reit»» 

tlal Aptitude Test norma, respectively* The fourth column 

presents the standard deviations for the Home Economies stu-

dents , and the last column gives the standard deviation® 

listed In the Differential Aptitude Teat. The Beans and 

standard deviations listed in columns three and five are the 

noma given for women In grade twelve at the secondary school 
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TABUS 1 

MKAH AND STAHDAHD DEVIATION OF DIFFERENTIAL APTITBDB 
TEST, torn COLLEGE CURRICULUM, TOTAL SOU 
SOOKOXIGS COURSES, ABB HOME BCOXOXXCS 

SUBDIVISIOHS 

Achievement BAT 
Areas Achievement BAT Standard Standard 

lean Sean Deviation Deviation 

Differential 
Aptitude Teats. 

Verfc&l 58.1 27.4 85.8 10.0 
Number 49*4 18.7 26.4 • 9,8 
Abstract 58.8 28.4 24,8 11.8 
Spac© 88*9 48.8 gf.t • 21.8 
Mecis&nieal 68,1 28.1 88,8 11.8 
Clerical ®8.0 ®4,S 25.9 ii.a 
Spelling 54.6 68.1 27.3 28* & 
Sentenc© 57.0 48.0 27.1 IS, 2 

fetal College 
Currlcttlwa 7,§ # a # * 1.1 a e a a 

Total Home 
Economics 
Courses 8*8 • • • • .8 a a a a 

Home Economics 
Subdivisions? 

H. E. Verbal . 8.8 a a a a 1.5 a a a a 

H. E. lumber 8.4 a< a a a- 7.8 a a a a 

H, £« Abstract 8*® a # a * 1,4 a a a • 

H» B. Space 8.3 • a e • • 3 a a a a 

H. S. Mech&nical 7.9 a a # # 1,0 a a a a 

H. E, Clerleal 9.15 a a • a 1.4 • a a a a-

H* 1# Spelling fil * a a a a 1.6 a « a a 

H. E. Sentence 8.3 a e a a 1.5 a a a a 
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level* Sine® noras are not available for ©©liege women, the 

ones for high school students provide the beat point of ref-

erenee Available for interpreting the scores @f the subjects 

of this study. 

Examination of th© means in fable I shows that in six 

of the eight areas th® Home Economics students achieved 

hi#ier means than the Differential Aptitude feet moms given. 

The two areas which were lower, clerical and spelling,. were 

only slightly lower than th® noma. The mem for th# former 

is 58.0# an compared with a norm of 64.3, whereas the achieve-

ment mean for spelling is 54.6, as coapared with 66.1. The 

reason for the two lower means of th# Homo Economies women is 

difficult to explain. 

Th© mean presented for the total college curriculum in 

7.5, whereas the mean for the.total Morae Economics courses is 

8.2. This shows that the grade point average for the Hob# 

leoncmics women on their total college curriculum is 7.5, 

or C, whereas the grade point average on their total Hoae 

Economies courses was 8,2, or 1-. 

Table II shows the correlation coefficients of Differ-

ential Aptitude Teat scores with the total college curricu-

lum, the total lame Economies courses, and the Home Economies 

subdivisions. Four columns are arranged with the following 

titlest Differential Aptitude Test Scores, Total College Cur-

riculum, Total Home Economics Courses, and Home Economies 
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SuWiYiaiona. Tb® first coluan aontalns a oomplato listing 

of the eight Differential ApMtM# fmm% areas, who re as th© 

other three eoltams contain the correlation coefficients for 

©ash specified area. 

TABLE II 

COEFFICIENTS FOR CORRELATIONS BETWEEN DIFFERENTIAL 
APTITODE TEST AMD TOTAL COLLEGE CURRICULUM, 

TOTAL HOME ECONOMICS COURSES, AND 
HOME ECONOMICS SUBDIVISIONS 

Differential 
Aptitude Teat 

Total Collag* 
Currlculiaa 

Total ~H«hu» 
Economies 
Courses 

Home Economies 
SuMlviai ons-in® 

Verbal +mm •2@$# .218 

lumber .441## • 4r7»* .Off 

Abstract .418## ,428## 

Spac© •895* .081 ,8*rsw* 

Mechanical .215 .228 .094 

Clerical . . .056 *871* 

Spelling ,235# .15© •811®# 

Sentence •017 .335## .232* 

^Significant at the 5 per cent IotoI 

•̂s-Signifleant at th# 1 per cent leirel 

Flguro 1 for elaaslf leatl ea 
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la Edwards*^ Table D, *¥&lme» of v at the b% and 1% 

ILevels of S i gni fi oance," the correlation coefficients for 

seventy degrees of freedom are ,232 at the 5 per cent level 

of significance end ,302 at the 1 per cent level of slgaif-

icanoe* Therefore, if the correlation coefficient is as 

large as Edwards' value for r, the correlation It considered 

significant} if it is as large as the 5 pel? cent value, it 

is considered slightly significant^ if it is as large as the 

1 per cent value, it is considered highly significant; If it 

is less than the '5- per cent value* the correlation is quea» 

tlenable. These values are used as a basis for interpreting 

the significance of correlations derived in this study# 

As shown in Table XI tinder the column heading total. 

college curriculum, five correlation .coefficients are sig-

nificant, The areas, awber, with a correlation coefficient 

of .441* and abstract, with & correlation coefficient ©f 

.375, are highly significant, The three correlation coef-

ficients which appear slightly significant are the ones for 

verbal, with .280, space, with .235, and spelling, with .255, 

The remaining three areas, mechanical, clerical, and sen-

tence , show no slgnlfleant correlation. 

The column heading total Heme. Economics courses lists 

four correlations as significant* The areas are verbal. 

%bld» 
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number, abstract, and sentence. Only one of these four Is 

•lightly significant; It 1# verbal, with a correlation co-

efficient of .S8i. three correlation coefficients which 

show a high significants are nunber, with a correlation co-

efficient of ,417, abstract, whose correlation coefficient 

was .418, and sentence, with a correlation coefficient of 

.335, In this eoluaui four areas show BO significant corre-

lation! they are space* mechanical, clerical., and spelling. 

It is of interest to note"that the correlation coef-

ficients listed in the ©oltajam Home Economics subdivisions 

differ considerably from those in the previ ©us two col trans# 

The correlation coefficients which are highly significant 

for the areas are abstract, with a correlation coefficient 

of .488| space* with a correlation coefficient of ,812$ and 

spelling, whose correlation coefficient is .811, On the 

other hand,, the correlation coefficients which are slightly 

significant are clerical,, with a correlation coefficient of 

•OT1» ant sentence, with a correlation coefficient of ,232. 

three areas show 'no significant correlation with Borne Econom-

ics subdivisions % these areas are verbal, maaber, and mechan-

ical. 

As shown la Table II, the correlations between verbal 

aptitude and achievement in all college courses as well as 

"between verbal and Heme Economies courses were found to he 

significant at the 5 per cent level of significances however, 
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la th© Hub® Economies subdlvisi ©212s ho significant correla-

tion coefficient appeared, Failure to find a correlation be-

tween these area# In whleh they would reasonably be expected 

t© occur could b® due to a misinterpretation of the content 

of the Home Economies copses and consequent errors In the 

classifIc&tion, Horn® Economics women might nevertheless be 

expected to display the predicted amount of verbal aptitude 

la their college courses. 

It Is interesting to not© that the- cerrelatl on coef-

ficients for number are highly significant la the ease of 

the total college curriculum and of the total Horn® Economies 

courses. This observation does not coincide with the gen-

eral belief that Home Economics women maintain low nwbep 

ability. However, in the Home Economics subdivisions no 

significant correlation Is recorded* This again could be 

due to a misinterpretation or to error in the elasaiflca-

tion of the Home Economics soOTses, 

Perhaps an outstanding point revealod. in fable H Is 

the correlation coefficients between aptitude for abstract 

thinking and each of the achievement area#.. In each of the 

three columns the coefficient a are highly significant. Ap-

parently, the academic and professional achievement of Home 

Economics wamiin parallels the aptitude for abstract thinking, 

the space correlation coefficients reach different lev-

els of significance In the three major areas, Hie correlation 
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with total mlleg# curriculum Is slightly significant! the 

correlation with total as®® BeoxMtoles courses Is not at all 

significant) and ths correlation with the Mem* Economics sub-

division* Is highly significant. Apparently there 1# a re-

lationship between spatial perception and achievement la the 

total college curriculum, which Is not found between spatial 

perception and the total lease Economics courses alone. On 

the other hand, there seems to he a close relationship between 

this aptitude and certain Home Economics courses* 

A noteworthy observation is the correlation between me-

chanical aptitude and the three major areas--total college 

curriculum, total Home Economics courses, and Home Economics 

subdivisions. Ho significant relationship whatever was found 

in any of these comparisons. Apparently, Mm® Economics 

women d© not rate as high in mechanical ability as they are 

ordinarily supposed to rat#. However, this failure of corre-

lation may be due to the fact that the Differential Aptitude 

Test measures mechanical aptitude largely in terms of machin-

ery and related concepts with which Home Economics students 

are unfamiliar. 

there Is no significant relationship between clerical 

aptitude and total college curricula, nor between clerical 

aptitude and total Home Economies courses, there is, however, 

a correlation between this aptitude and the coaparable Horn© 

Economies subdivisions. In those particular courses in the 
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Hera® Economics eurrieul\» in whieh clerical ability nukes a 

considerable contribution the Home Economics achievement 

score an# the clerical aptitude scores are comparable. 

The correlation coefficients between spelling and the 

three areas follow the same pattern a# the ones for space. 

The correlation with the total college eurrleuluffi Is & 

slightly significant correlation| the one with total Some 

Keonesales ©ouraes is not at all significant* and the one 

with Earn® Economics subdivisions is highly significant. Ap-

parently there is a relationship between spelling and achieve-

ment in the total college curriculum which la not found be-

tween spelling-and the total Home Economics courses alone, 

Nevertheless, there seems to be a ©lose relationship between 

spelling and certain Home Economics courses. 

In sentence aptitude, as related to the three subject 

areas, each level of significance is apparent, fhe correla-

tion coefficient with total college curriculum is of no sig-

nificance} the coefficient with total Home Iconomics course® 

is highly significants and the coefficient with Home Economics 

subdivisions la slightly significant. Hence, ©a the Home Bee-

n&aiea courses which require a#mten#e aptitude. Home Economies 

women achieve ratings corresponding t© their aptitude score. 

Not shown 1m either of the tables are the results of the 

correlationa with the total Differential Aptitude feet, fhe 

correlati on between the total aptitude score and the total 
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collage GUYvieulvm presented a highly significant ©©efficient 

@f .4i0, whereas the correlation between the total aptitude 

seor©' and the total Horn© Beonosalcs eoarsea resulted la tha 

•Ignlfiewat* coefficient of »tS8. Both of 'toes© coefficients 

are affeeted fey a number of variables wfaleh make the® unsat-

isfactory for predictive purposes. 

Hi order to throw more light on the pradietive valw® of 

the Differential Altitude Test for detenaining the probable 

achievement of Home Ss©stales Education majors* further study 

is needed of the elements which the aptitude tests and the 

various Home Economies courses have In eowaon. 



SXJMMARX AND COHCLUSIOHS 

In this study comparisons were made of aptitude an# 

achievement scores of lorn© Economics Edueation majors# Th© 

at ideate* total grade points on all their college grades 

were correlated with their total Differential Aptitude Test 

scores and than with each of th* eight areas in the Dlfferu 

ential Aptitude feat separately. In lite® manner, th# total 

grade points for only the Home Iconosles grades were corre-

lated with each individual Differential Aptitude Teat area, 

To achieve further insight, the courses in the Hora® Economist 

curriculum were subdivided under each Differential Aptitude 

Test area, and again the totals for eaeh were correlated. 

the results of the study show that a highly significant 

oorrelation was found between the total Differential Aptitude 

tmt and the total ©allege curriculum, as well as between the 

Differential Aptitude test and the total Heme Economics 

courses. Furthermore» of the correlation ©©efficients he* 

tween the subdivisions of th# Home SeonotaJLca courses and fee 

Differential Aptitude feat areas# five were significant. 

These correlations indicate that a relationship exists be-

tween the achievement scores of the Home Beonomlca students 

and certain of their aptitudes. There is a relationship be-

tween number# abstract, verbal, space# and spelling aptitudes, 

IS 
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and college achievement. Students who have Mgh aptitude 

scores in these areas may to® expected to achieve comparable 

success cm the general ©oil®®# curriculum and m these vari-

ous aptitudes. !© relationships, however, exist between the 

mechanical, clerical, and sentence aptitude* of home econom-

ies students and their college achievement, 

Certain relationship exists between the Home leoaaaies 

grades of these students and certain of their aptitudes, 

These aptitudes are- verbal, number, abstract* and sentence, 

this means that at Meats who have high aptitude seer® a in 

these areas may be expected to achieve comparable success in 

their total Home Seoncaaios courses. Since no significant 

correlation ooeffieients were derived for the space, mechan-

ical, clerical, and spelling areas, one may Judge that there 

is little or no relation between these aptitudes and sueeess 

in the total Home Economics courses. 

If FEE HOB© Economies courses are classified according 

to the eight aptitudes, further relationship may be expected, 

fhe aptitude areas, abstract, space, clerical, and spelling, 

correlate closely with similar subdivisions in the Wwm Eco-

nomics curriculum. Apparently the traits which measured 

verbal, number, and mechanical aptitudes have little or 

nothing in common with the Home Economies courses ordinarily 

expected to have factor® in common with these aptitudes. 
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